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Reducing to Improve

On 23 July, with a minimal majority of 76 MPs out of a total of 151 seats, the Croatian 
Parliament voted in the new lineup of the Croatian government. Center-right HDZ’s 
landslide election victory was thus formally materialized in the executive branch.

The reappointed PM Andrej Plenkovic fulfilled his election promise, forming a smaller government by 
reducing the number of ministries from 20 to 16. Since PM Plenkovic formed his government almost 
completely independently, this was a pragmatic move by the newly appointed leader. With less political 
“mouths to feed”, i.e. no significant coalition partners, there was no need for that many positions to fill. 
Moreover, less highly positioned state officials ensure easier scrutiny by the PM, as well as reduce the 
risk of having a compromised minister within the ranks. That is a lesson learned for Plenkovic, since he 
had to replace several ministers in his previous term due to wrongly listed private assets and allegations 
of illegal activities in their past. For Plenkovic, the idea behind the reduction was to have a clean start 
surrounded only by his closest confidants.

“We have tools that we will use. We have more 
experience than we had four years ago. We have 
people and services in the system that are now more 
coordinated, well-established, understand priorities 
and know what to do.”

PM Andrej Plenkovic
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The New Government Lineup
Everything is set and the government is ready to go. Here is the new lineup:
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Full Use of 22 billion € of 
EU Funds the Main Priority
In the Parliament, PM Plenkovic presented an overview of the government’s 4-year 
program. Here are the main takeaways, alongside other valuable insights from recent 
developments:

Infrastructure & State Assets

• The first move will be to put into procedure the Act on Reconstruction of the City of Zagreb, 
Zagreb County and Krapina-Zagorje County. These areas were hit by an earthquake on 22 March, 
causing serious damage to both public and private property. The initial proposal contains a 
division of reconstruction expenses – the State would cover 60%, local authorities 20% and 
property owners 20%. This caused great debate and the upcoming parliamentary discussion will 
surely prove to be interesting

• It is announced that by the end of the term, 1 billion HRK will be earned by activating state-owned 
real estate, and 1.5 billion HRK by selling shares in companies that are not of special interest to the 
government

Finance & Labor

• Reduction of existing income tax rates from 24% to 20% and 36% to 30%, respectively. VAT on all 
food will be reduced from 25% to 13%. Reduction of profit tax from 12% to 10% for companies with 
annual revenues up to 7.5 million HRK will be introduced 

• After entering ERM II, further efforts will be made to fully enter the eurozone. 

• The government will aim to create 100,000 new jobs, reach an average wage of 7,600 HRK and 
introduce minimum wage of 4,250 HRK by the end of the term 

“This is a good opportunity for Croatia not only to 
recover, but to make a quality transformation of the 
society.”

Minister of Finance Zdravko Maric
”
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“Amendments to the Labor Law are necessary in order 
for the Croatian labor market and the economy to receive 
some additional motive for their development.”

Minister of Labor Josip Aladrovic
”
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Healthcare

• Investments of 3 billion HRK in the modernization of healthcare will be made, National Children’s 
Hospital will be constructed in Zagreb and the Institute of Immunology will be revived 

• Health minister will have to mitigate an unresolved debt towards large medicine suppliers

Agriculture

• The government will increase agricultural production by 30% in order to become more self 
sufficient 

• 20 regional centers for vegetables and fruits will be constructed and agricultural land that is 
irrigated will be doubled

Energy & Environment 

• Accelerating the transition to clean energy and converging towards EU environmental  
targets will be given more attention in this term 

• The new government will continue the envisaged buyout of national oil and gas company  
INA from MOL  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Digital

• Being the most used term in the new government’s program, digitization is the most highlighted 
horizontal reform throughout the sectors  

• The new government is keen to increase the share of the IT sector in GDP by at least 10% by the 
end of 2021 and it will also increase investment in R&D from 1% to 2.5% of GDP by 2025 

• The establishment of regional centers for the development of creative industries, such as the 
video game industry and the development of robotics, will also be funded 

• Digital transformation of Croatian public administration, healthcare system, education system and 
the economy will be further accelerated

Nevertheless, the main emphasis has been put on the 22 billion € that were made available to Croatia 
through the new EU recovery fund and New Generation fund. With full absorption of these funds, 
Croatia would have a strong chance for a swift recovery. However, this depends on the quality of 
project proposals and ideas for further investment.

“I can announce that we will do everything in our power 
to bring INA back to Croatian ownership. If you ask me 
if this is going to happen 100%, no one is able to tell you 
that.”

Minister of Economy and Sustainable Development 
Tomislav Coric
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“The essence of the agreement for Croatia is 
summarized in one figure - 22 billion € that are available 
to us for the coming years. It was a success that we 
were able to negotiate twice as much than the initial 
proposal intended for Croatia”

PM Andrej Plenkovic
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The 22 billion € are an opportunity for all industry players to get in on the action as proactive 
partners to the government in this new term. Vlahovic Group is at your disposal if you are considering 
engaging decision-makers, establishing a clear line of communication and positioning yourself as a 
preferred partner to the government.



vlahovicgroup.com

Building Bridges, 
Delivering Value


